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A moment of rest on
the frozen surface
of Lake Khövsgöl,
northern Mongolia.

SEASONAL
Cycling across Mongolia, tested by winter, a cyclist finds
solace in the turn of the seasons and the promise of change.
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At

the dog end of my 20s, I
was living in London — a
city I loved — happily
employed as a hospital
physician and, naturally, preparing
to blow up my life and depart on an
adventure. With my job quit, panniers
packed, and friends hugged, I set off on
a rambling bike ride that would span
six continents and consume my life for
over six years.
Since I was a teenager, I’d dreamt
of cycling around the world. The idea
was born of longings: for skinny trails
and big skies, for mud and wind, for
sweaty days, massive meals, chasmic
sleep. Such freedoms, I discovered,
exact a price. After some time on the
road, I began to long for all that I’d
left behind. I craved the company of
friends, familiar food, and the music I
remembered. These cravings seemed
to escalate the farther I traveled
from home, and I grew desperate to
counterbalance the strangeness of
my ever-changing view. I’d expected
to feel homesick, and I knew I’d miss
people most of all. Surprisingly though,
I began to long for something more
abstract as well. The more I pedaled,
the more I missed the seasons — those
steady, elemental cycles of home.
Or perhaps, not the seasons
themselves. What I missed was their
motion: their dawning and their
dwindling, and how they imbued the
year with a sureness and familiarity. I
began to realize that the seasons were a
solace at home that I’d taken for granted.
I’d been comforted by the repetition:
the freeze and thaw, the shifting tides
of light and shade, the skies that appear
to sink one month just to swell the next.
It’s strangely gratifying to stay rooted in
one spot and to experience the seasons
turn full circle; a pleasure mirrored,
perhaps, in making a circuit of the globe
or in listening to the thrum of spinning
wheels. Now, living without this reliable
cycle felt jarring.
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From above: Climbing
on the Annapurna Circuit
in Nepal, with no sense of
the catastrophic blizzard
to come; A street scene
in Mazar-e-Sharif,
northern Afghanistan;
A road winding through
the Mongolian winter,
unmarked on my map.
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The Pamirs, taking a second to admire the view. Another range rises across the river and fans out into Afghanistan: the Hindu Kush.

Over the first five years of my
ride, I pedaled from southern lands
to northern coasts, passing through
sticky equatorial heat in between. I
slipped by countless latitudes and time
zones, changed countries often, and
wore down manifold tires over tens of
thousands of miles. At times, summer
was a weather window into which I was
obliged to fly. Northbound on the West
Coast of the U.S., I knew Alaska would
not be kind to latecomers. Sometimes,
when moving away from temperate
zones, the seasons grew blunted or
faded away entirely, leaving just wet or
dry or something static and in-between.
I moved with the seasons too, or they
moved with me, as if I was attached to
the same piece of sky by some invisible
cord. In India, I became hopelessly
coupled to the monsoon, feeling like
an unlucky man characterized in a
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cartoon, with a rain cloud forever over
his head.
After years of muddled weather, I
found myself in China, headed north.
Riding to Mongolia at the tail end of
winter was not for the sake of a personal
test, or for chest-beating, or to post
photos of my ice beard to Instagram.
I can’t even say that curiosity got the
better of me. My Chinese visa was about
to expire, and so for the most boring,
bureaucratic reason in the world, I had
to leave, and Mongolia was suitably
positioned next door.
Pedaling deeper into China, winter
gripped. I passed homeless men who
stood inside wheelie bins of smoldering
rubbish, desperate to escape the chill.
Decapitated pig heads for sale watched
me ride by, grim and glassy eyed and
flaked with snow. The wind rushed
from lands up ahead; it stung and

bawled and seemed at times to carry
a warning, an insistence to turn back.
It came from a place of deeper cold, a
cold more piercing and powerful than I
ever experienced before. I was absurdly
layered, and it took some effort to flex
my elbows and fingers until my grip
grew delicate to my handlebars. My
down jacket billowed in the breeze, and
I wiggled my toes constantly within my
thick, fur-lined boots.
After months of riding beneath a
blanket of gray, the sky was spotless
now, trespassed only by a distant jet
once or twice a day, the contrail a white
scar across the blue. In the Gobi Desert
at last, I crossed the Mongolian border
under the gaze of a trio of Bactrian
camels, chomping, blasé, in contrast to
my frame of mind.
Snow patched the desert, peninsulas,
and archipelagos in hoar frost and
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ice. I stopped to investigate any glitch
in the monotony. The leitmotif was
expiration: a rotting vulture, a rusty,
plundered hatchback. The camel
carcasses looked desiccated and
plasticized like props in an ’80s horror
film, pooled in snow like white blood.
Vultures had disemboweled them and
plucked out their eyeballs, but with
hides and hooves intact, there was a
grisly semblance of something undead.
Ulaanbaatar, the Mongolian capital
(on paper; less so in appearance),
came into view after 400-odd miles.
A season can shape a place and even
change its personality. As the weather
evolves, the landscape follows. Animals
migrate. Citizens might move on too,
or at least adapt. In Mongolia, a nation
populated partly by nomadic herders
living on the vast unforested grassland
called a steppe, the present and future
weather dictates decisions on where
and when to move. A brutal winter
can spell catastrophe here. It has its
very own epithet: dzud, or “the white
death.” In a dzud, livestock turns to
deadstock and Mongolians face a crisis
of survival. Reportedly, such times have
become more frequent, their threat
compounded by other environmental
pressures: water shortages,
desertification, and overgrazing. At
times like these, many Mongolians
abandon the steppe and a lifestyle
perpetually in motion, relocating to
the city. The edges of Ulaanbaatar were
testament to this: an expanding array of
gers — the white felt homes of one-time
nomads — growing by 40 families a day.
Winter made the center of
Ulaanbaatar appear even emptier than
usual, the cold driving people off the
streets and under cover. The city had
a pall of pollution, an aloof, hovering
grayness overhead, formed from smoke
from wood- and dung-burning stoves
that drifted continually from the gers as
the city struggled for warmth.
As we can forecast the weather, so
can weather forecast the food. Not
much edible grows in Mongolia at any
time of year, so the diet is meaty and
heavy, gristly and occasionally sharp. I
will never forget the taste of fermented
mares’ milk or that of a hard, emphatic
cheese called aaruul, named like the
sound you make as you ingest it. I
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A mother and daughter beside their yurt in rural Kyrgyzstan.

refueled and left the city behind. Just
a few miles away, it was hard to guess
that a world capital collected nearby.
I was now amid shivering grass and
low salt-and-pepper hills. The steppe
felt wide open, dangerous, and vacant.
When I arrived at a single deserted
house a few days later, I was amused to
find it marked on my map with a black
square — a map with a scale of one in
two million.
Almost all the paved roads in
Mongolia converge on the capital,
making a kind of red spider on the
map. Farther out, the road surface is
determined by the season, varying
from sand to mud to ice. What my map
considered an unpaved road beyond
the capital was, in fact, a network of
rough, transient trails made from cars
continually forging new pathways and
no signposts to mark where the road
should — and shouldn’t — track. To
add to the confusion, some Mongolian
towns have identical names, and the
duplicates can be painfully close to
one another. My map told of Altay near
Altay. Tosontsengel wasn’t far from
Tosontsengel. Darvi nudged up against
Darvi. As I rode northwest, I suspected
that false turns and tough terrain would
slow me down, and perhaps I’d be here
long enough to watch spring arrive.
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I was excited to reach the village of
Khatgal because a lake called Khövsgöl
stretched north of the village, almost
to Siberia. For some time, the idea of
cycling across a frozen lake possessed
me. In expectation, I’d packed a pair
of studded tires to grip onto the thick
skin of ice. Khövsgöl was 260 meters
(over 850 feet) deep in places, and
between December and June, it held
almost three-quarters of the freshwater
in Mongolia. Ninety-six rivers fed into
the lake while only one, the Egiin Gol,
poured out. I yearned to stand on top of
such water, to feel what I imagined to
be a vertiginous thrill.
I went to the shore for a recce,
padded carefully onto the ice, lay down,
and peered through a patchwork of
silvered fissures, like reams of tinfoil
suspended in glass. There were tiny
spheres of bubbles and snow, minuscule
ice worlds. Amid the cracks and snaps
were other sounds, unexpected bursts
and low thumps, like heartbeats, as
water bubbled up through fresh rifts in
the frozen underbelly. Lub-dub, lub-dub,
lub-dub. I sensed my own heartbeat too,
though I needn’t have worried. The ice,
cast by a Mongolian winter, was over a
meter thick in places — sturdy enough
to hold me, certainly; substantial
enough to support a truck too, or most

HOW TO GET THERE
The gateway airport is Chinggis Khaan
International Airport in Mongolia’s capital
Ulaanbaatar. Previously, this was served
by MIAT, Air China, Aeroflot, Korean Air,
and Turkish Airlines. However, at the
time of writing, international flights have
been placed on hold. This will change
of course, and it’s advised to check the
latest COVID-19 restrictions in advance.
WHAT TO BRING
Layer up for the cold and wind, though
rain is less of an issue here: blue skies
characterize Mongolia throughout the year.
Come self-sufficient and prepared for
every mechanical eventuality. Mongolian
roads are mostly unpaved countrywide
and can be hard on your bike. To ride
across Mongolia means traveling remote
terrain: you may be far from help if you
break down. Spares, including tires and
spokes, are a must. Your tent should be
strong enough to withstand a gale, and I
would find something freestanding too, in
case you’re pitching in the sand. Equally,
pack a stove you can rely on.
Stock up on food when you can,
and add to this a contingency supply —
beyond the capital, supermarkets are
limited to a scattering of larger towns.
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A cold and eerie night, listening to the sounds of ice, camped out on Lake Khövsgöl in northern Mongolia.

of them anyway. For years trucks had
plied Lake Khövsgöl in the winter,
delivering oil to Siberia. At least 40
had crashed through the ice and sunk
to the lake floor. In the early 1990s, at
around the same time that Khövsgöl
was incorporated into a national park,
authorities banned heavy vehicles in
order to save further pollution.
The next morning, I returned with
my bike and rolled onto the frozen lake
stippled with snow. Carefully, I pedaled
across a harbor, skirting two aging ships
anchored by the ice. Distracted, I felt
the slip of my front wheel and went
down hard on my shoulder, wincing
with visions of a crack and a bitter
engulfing. The ice felt like titanium.
By evening the lake croaked and
muttered even more. Sometimes
ice snapped so loudly it echoed off
the mountains and could be felt as a
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convulsion under my feet. At dusk, the
sky turned lavender, the ice stone-black.
I pitched my tent on the lake a hundred
meters (about 330 feet) or so from the
shore, stood back to admire its woozy
reflection, then settled in for a cold night.
The sun rose from a gold band,
seaming the taiga to the sky, after the
coldest night I have ever known. The
temperature had fallen to minus 38°C
(-36°F), and yet somehow I’d slept well
on the ice. When I returned to Khatgal,
the steppe was streaming with cloud
shadow and the air felt only cold, not
glacial. Had winter finished with me
yet? Being on the cusp of spring was an
almost elating thought. That afternoon,
I watched water prattle through a
narrow channel in the ice and melt an
adjoining stream like watching a new
season unfold instantaneously. I felt
reassured. A fool’s emotion.
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Not much is spring-like about spring
in Mongolia. It’s not exactly daffodils
and stretched-out days and children
skipping in parks. There are lambs,
but minor hiccups in the weather can
decimate animals and they have to be
plucked from the snow by herders and
nurtured inside gers. In fact, for most
Mongolians, spring is the least-favored
season; it’s when governments resign
and workers protest the most. Even
winter is preferred. April can bring
savage dust storms from the west.
Soon, dark clouds tanked over the
horizon. A stiff wind kicked up like
a prelude to war. I managed to hoist
my tent up that evening, but the gusts
blasted it madly and I lay awake and
anxious all night, expecting to hear the
crack of a pole and to end up wearing
my flysheet like a maternity gown.
Instead, I awoke to birdsong. Mongolia

can be capricious as well as cold, and
the following morning was more sedate
than I’d seen in months, the nylon of
my tent taut now, like hot silk.
If gales can be haunting, there is
something uncanny about the steppe
when the wind dies down entirely, and
I shuddered as I looked over the tiny
town of Tsagaan Uul two hours later. I
felt like a medieval knight advancing
on a fortress. With the town fenced
off against the wind, I must have been
visible to the townspeople for miles,
creeping lonely toward them. Shaggy
dogs stalked the fringes of the village
and two horses fought viciously in the
main street, biting, raging, and kicking
up dust.
A few days later, with the sky
contouring the Altay Mountains clean
and blue, I set out for a pass marked by
a sacred heap of stones, an ovoo, mostly
pushing my bike through the too-deep
snow. The view at the top was gutwrenching — mountains stretched away,
snow-thick and endless, the trail just a
light scratch across the land, sutured
in snow. For all I knew, it was the same
story for a hundred kilometers or more.
But then, over the next white upswell
of land, a chain of pylons appeared and,
abandoning the trail, I followed them
gratefully to the next town where better
roads carried me farther west and the
snow finally petered out.
I spent my last night in Mongolia
high on a ridge, trucks chugging to the
Chinese border in a trail of headlights
far below. As a campsite, it was not
the best: too visible, too vulnerable
to thumps of icy wind, but it was my
final night in Mongolia. I fancied being
closer to the stars.
That night I slept outside my tent,
pondering how the world can appear,
so often, steady and serene, when in
fact it is mutable and moving, always,
in one way or another. High above, the
heavens agreed, their meteors ghosting
across the sky.
Stephen Fabes is an author, physician, and freelance
journalist. He’s been published on CNN, the BBC,
the Guardian, the Telegraph, Wild, Adventure
Travel, Geographical, Backpacker, and Cycle,
among others. He spent over six years cycling around
the world, crossing six continents, and his first book,
Signs of Life, was published last year. More info can
be found at stephenfabes.com.
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“Experience
of a
Lifetime.”

Award winning cycling holidays in
spectacular locations in Ireland
3rd generation Irish family owned

7 - 10 night tours, f rom May - Sept 2022, book now at
westirelandcycling.com or email: john@westirelandcycling.com
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